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The Union Cabinet last week cleared the decks for the first auction of radio spectrum to facilitate the 

roll-out of 5G telecommunication services. The Department of Telecommunications promptly issued a 159-

page ‘Notice Inviting Applications’, detailing the specifics of the auction including the frequencies that would 

be up for bidding starting on July 26, and their reserve prices. The speed with which the Government has 

moved — from the initial announcement in the Union Budget to the telecom regulator’s recommendations, 

and finally notification of the auction — has been commendable and shows its keenness to ensure India is at 

the relative vanguard in the adoption of the potentially ‘transformative’ technology. The Government has 

underscored that its primary motivation is to boost digital connectivity, a laudable objective given that the 

rapid growth of wireless telephony has perceptibly helped improve the delivery of services such as mobile 

banking, online education and telemedicine. The rub, however, is in the details. While most of the specific 

frequency bands that telecom providers consider optimal for the introduction of 5G services have been made 

available, including in the sub 1 GHz range, a C-Band frequency of 3.3 GHz, and the higher 26 GHz, the 

Government’s decision to set the reserve price for the spectrum based on the regulator’s recommendations 

reveals a prioritisation of revenue over the industry’s long-term health. Even considering that an option for a 

staggered annual pay-out of the licence fee over its 20-year term has been provided, the price is still high. 

This is particularly so when one considers the level of financial stress that has shrunk the sector to a 

near duopoly, and forced the surviving operators to resort to tariff increases to protect their viability and 

ability to make future investments. With 5G’s adoption for the various possible end uses that leverage 

machine-to-machine communication such as IoT, smart agriculture, smart homes and others that bank on 

reliability, including smart grids and autonomous vehicles, still in its relative infancy even in advanced 

economies, the technology is yet some years away from scale-based economic viability. The relatively small 

size of the market for just faster downloads of videos and games, especially at a higher cost, makes it near 

certain that service providers will take an ultra-cautious approach both to bidding for spectrum and in rolling 

out services. The Cabinet’s decision to allow bids for starting Captive Non-Public Networks that would enable 

individual companies to run private networks within the isolated confines of the enterprise has also roiled the 

pitch. It is hard to imagine the urgency to open up 5G for this niche application, particularly as it further 

undermines the economics for traditional telcos. India must be conscious of the challenges and opportunities 

of 5G services, and ensure that the technology caters to the largest sections of the population and not remain 

a deliverer for a high-value but limited, premium segment. 

 

 clear the decks (phrase) – get ready for a specific 

action/event (by getting rid of all other 

hindrances that may hamper the event/action). 

 auction (noun) – the process of selling (at an 

auction); bidding. 

 spectrum (noun) – airwaves; invisible radio 

frequencies; it refers to a range of 

electromagnetic (radio) waves that are used for 

communication purposes (to transmit signals 

over specific bands). Scientists measure 

frequencies using hertz, meaning the number of 

wave cycles per second. Satellites generally 

transmit on a frequency between 1.5 and 51.5 

gigahertz (a gigahertz, or GHz, equals one billion 

hertz). High-speed broadband operates at the 

higher end of the spectrum. 

 cater to (phrasal verb) – present someone with 

what is needed; try to satisfy/fulfil a need of. 

 facilitate (verb) –  make easy, make possible, 

clear the way for, open the door for; enable, 

assist, help. 

 roll-out (noun) – official launch/introduction. 

 promptly (adverb) – quickly, immediately, 

swiftly, rapidly. 

 issue (verb) – release, publish, announce, put 

out. 

 specifics (noun) – details, particulars. 

 up for (phrase) – available for; ready. 

 bidding (noun) – auction. 

 reserve price (noun) – the minimum price at 

which the seller of an item is ready to sell its item 

in an auction, below which he is not obliged to 

accept the deal. 

 regulator (noun) – an association/statutory body 

that supervises a particular business activity. 

 commendable (adjective) – admirable, 

praiseworthy, laudable. 
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 keenness (noun) – eagerness, willingness, 

readiness, desire/wish. 

 vanguard (noun) – forefront, front line, driving 

force, spearhead. 

 adoption (noun) – acceptance, endorsement. 

 potentially (adverb) – possibly, conceivably, 

arguably, maybe. 

 transformative (adjective) – transformational, 

developmental, groundbreaking, evolutionary, 

life-changing. 

 ‘transformative’ technology (noun) – it is a 

technology that supports mental health, 

emotional wellbeing and human thriving. 

 underscore (verb) – emphasize, draw attention 

on, highlight, underline. 

 objective (noun) – aim, intention, purpose, 

target, goal. 

 given (preposition) – considering, taking into 

account, bearing in mind. 

 telephony (noun) – the operation/use of 

telephones. 

 perceptibly (adverb) – noticeably, perceivably, 

discernibly, evidently, obviously. 

 rub (noun) – problem, snag, difficulty, trouble. 

 the devil in the details (phrase) – it means that 

the details of something are always difficult & 

problematic part of it, whereas “the angel/god is 

in the details” means that attention paid to small 

& important things/details will produce big 

results. 

 optimal (adjective) – most favourable, optimum, 

ideal, perfect. 

 C band (mid-band) (noun) – The C band is a 

designation by the Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers (IEEE) for a portion of the 

electromagnetic spectrum in the microwave 

range of frequencies ranging from 4.0 to 8.0 

gigahertz (GHz); However, the U.S. Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) designated 

3.7-4.2 GHz as C band. The C-Band (3.4 – 4.2 

GHz) is a cornerstone/basis for many satellite 

services; This C-band (or mid-band) is the best RF 

spectrum for 5G deployment as well. The 

protection of the existing satellite systems 

operating in the C-band is crucial while allocating 

C-band frequencies to the upcoming 5G 

deployment, and to accomplish this, suitable 

spectrum sharing mechanisms need to be 

investigated. 

 prioritisation (noun) – the activity that arranges 

items or activities in order of importance relative 

to each other. 

 staggered (adjective) – gradual, step-by-step, 

phased, incremental. 

 payout (noun) – payment. 

 stress (noun) – trouble, difficulty, distress, 

suffering, strain, pressure, tension, anxiety, 

worry. 

 financial stress (noun) – a state of worry, 

anxiety, or emotional tension related to money, 

debt, and upcoming or current expenses. 

 financial distress (noun) – a term commonly 

used in corporate finance that describes any 

situation where an individual’s or company’s 

financial condition leaves them struggling to pay 

their bills. 

 resort to (phrase) – have recourse to, fall back 

on, turn to, make use of, use, utilize, avail oneself 

of, employ. 

 viability (verb) – practicality, workability, 

feasibility (to work successfully). 

 leverage (verb) – use or utilize something to 

maximum advantage. 

 internet of things (IoT) (noun) – IoT is simply the 

network of interconnected things/devices which 

are embedded with sensors, software, network 

connectivity and necessary electronics that 

enables them to collect and exchange data 

making them responsive. 

 smart agriculture (noun) – it refers to the usage 

of technologies like Internet of Things, sensors, 

location systems, robots and artificial intelligence 

on your farm. The ultimate goal is increasing the 

quality and quantity of the crops while 

optimizing the human labor used. 

 bank on (phrasal verb) – rely on, depend on, 

count on. 

 smart grid (noun) – smart Grid is an Electrical 

Grid with Automation, Communication and IT 

systems that can monitor power flows from 

points of generation to points of consumption 

(even down to appliances level) and control the 

power flow or curtail the load to match 

generation in real time or near real time. 

 infancy (noun) – babyhood, early childhood, 

early days/stages. 

 advanced economy (noun) – developed country. 
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 relatively (adverb) – to a certain degree, to a 

certain extent, partly, partially, in some measure, 

comparatively, moderately, a little, somewhat. 

 make certain (phrase) – make sure, ensure, see 

to it. 

 near (adverb) – almost, just about, nearly, 

practically, virtually, all but. 

 service providers (noun) – this definition is very 

wide and covers a diverse set of service 

providers, ranging from Internet service 

providers, search engines, web hosting service 

providers, to e-commerce platforms or even 

social media platforms. 

 ultra- (prefix) – extremely, exceedingly, 

excessively, extra. 

 roll out (phrasal verb) – launch/introduce 

something officially. 

 bid (noun) – offer, tender, proposal (at an 

auction). 

 Captive Non-Public Network (noun) – it enables 

individual companies to run private networks 

within the isolated confines/limits of the 

enterprise. 

 confines (noun) – limits, outer limits, borders, 

boundaries, margins. 

 roil (verb) – to make irritated/annoyed. 

 queer the pitch (phrase) – to spoil something 

that someone had planned to do (in order to 

achieve something). 

 open up (phrasal verb) – make something 

available. 

 niche (noun/adjective) –  (products, services) of 

interest only to a few people. 

 undermine (verb) – weaken, subvert, sabotage, 

damage. 

 telco (noun) – Telephone company, a provider of 

telecommunications services. 

 conscious (adjective) – realize, be aware of, be 

recognize, perceive, discern, understand.   

************************************************************************************* 

 

Bilateral Twenty20 Internationals (T20Is) are often deemed an after-thought, added as an appendage 

to Tests and ODIs. The hype and the arc lights are reserved for glamorous domestic T20 championships like 

the Indian Premier League (IPL) or the Big Bash. But since this is a year that features the ICC Twenty20 World 

Cup later in Australia, teams need matches under their belt as part of the build-up. The recently concluded 

T20I series between India and South Africa fits into this template even if the climax under whimsical 

Bengaluru skies ensured a stalemate at 2-2. Trailing 0-2 after the first two encounters, India did well to win 

the next two and draw level before rains threw a damp curtain in the last fixture at Bengaluru with just 3.3 

overs being bowled. Essentially India was not with its first-choice squad as captain Rohit Sharma and former 

skipper Virat Kohli were rested after a poor run in the IPL. The duo is in England along with a few other 

players, training for the fifth Test of last year’s series that paused after four clashes following a COVID-19 

scare. To make it worse for India, K.L. Rahul, appointed interim skipper, was also ruled out with an injury, and 

Rishabh Pant had to step into the hot seat against the visiting South Africans. 

Temba Bavuma’s men fired in the initial games. Be it a healthy 211 in Delhi or a meagre 148 in 

Cuttack, the Proteas chased without fuss and India having rested spearhead Jasprit Bumrah for the series, 

failed to stem the flow of runs. Fortunes changed at Visakhapatnam with India defending 179 for five as its 

bowlers found their restrictive zones. Parity was restored at Rajkot with India seizing the contest by 82 runs. 

Seen as a dress rehearsal for the ICC Twenty20 World Cup, this series was an opportunity to test both 

youngsters and seasoned players. Ishan Kishan and Hardik Pandya did well while Ruturaj Gaikwad and 

Shreyas Iyer could have done better. Dinesh Karthik, at 37, blitzed a strike rate of 158.62. Among the 

bowlers, Harshal Patel, Bhuvneshwar Kumar and leg-spinner Yuzvendra Chahal had their moments. Pant was 

middling with the bat, perhaps captaincy weighed him down. Coach Rahul Dravid and the selectors have got 

a few pointers about the T20 national squad. Meanwhile it is time to slip on the whites for the pending fifth 

Test against England at Birmingham from July 1. India leads at 2-1 but much water has flowed down the 

Thames. The visitor has a new captain and coach in the Rohit-Dravid combine while on the opposite side, Ben 

Stokes has taken over from Joe Root. Change is in the air. 

 

 sport (verb) – display, exhibit, show off. 

 look (noun) – appearance. 

 unfinished (adjective) – incomplete. 

 unfinished business (noun) – incomplete work. 
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 await (verb) – wait for. 

 bilateral (adjective) – involving two groups or 

countries. 

 deem (verb) – consider, regard as, see, view. 

 after-thought (noun) – second thought, 

reconsideration. 

 appendage (noun) – addition, attachment, 

addendum. 

 hype (noun) – publicity. 

 reserve (verb) – retain, keep, hold, secure, 

earmark, arrange for. 

 feature (verb) -present, give prominence to, 

focus attention on. 

 under one’s belt (phrase) – having achieved 

something important/useful; satisfactorily 

achieved, satisfactorily experienced. 

 build-up (noun) – a period of preparation before 

an important event. 

 fit into (phrasal verb) – constitute part of a 

particular situation. 

 template (noun) – model, pattern. 

 whimsical (adjective) – volatile, unpredictable, 

mercurial, inconsistent, erratic, unstable, 

unsteady, fluctuating, bizarre, weird. 

 stalemate (noun) – deadlock, impasse, 

standstill/stand-off. 

 trailing (adjective) – lagging behind, falling 

behind, losing. 

 trail (verb) – lose, be down, be behind, lag 

behind, fall behind. 

 encounter (noun) – clash, match, fixture, 

contest. 

 draw level (phrase) – to become equal to 

someone in a contest when they had early been 

winning.  

 bring down the curtain on (phrase) – bring to an 

end. 

 damp (adjective) – wet. 

 essentially (adverb) – fundamentally, primarily, 

principally. 

 squad (noun) – team. 

 run (noun) – performance(s). 

 duo (noun) – a pair of people. 

 pause (verb) – stop, discontinue. 

 scare (noun) – a widespread situation of alarm or 

anxiety about something; panic; shock, fright. 

 make worse (phrase) – worsen, aggravate, 

exacerbate, compound. 

 interim (adjective) – provisional, temporary, 

short-term. 

 rule out (phrasal verb) – exclude, eliminate, 

reject, dismiss. 

 step into (phrasal verb) – to enter into some 

position. 

 hot seat (noun) – the important position (with 

more/full responsibility). 

 fire (verb) –  perform at a peak level.  

 meagre (adjective) – small, little, paltry, 

inadequate/deficient. 

 protea (noun) – Its nickname derives from South 

Africa’s national flower, Protea cynaroides, 

commonly known as the “King Protea”. 

 fuss (noun) – excessive/unnecessary excitement, 

activity. 

 spearhead (noun) – a bowler who lead  (a 

bowling attack); leader. 

 stem (verb) – stop, halt, restrain, restrict, 

control, contain, curb. 

 fortune (noun) – circumstances, state of affairs, 

condition. 

 restrictive (adjective) – special, select. 

 parity (noun) – consistency. 

 seize (verb) – capture, take, take over. 

 dress rehearsal (noun) -final rehearsal before the 

main show. 

 seasoned (adjective) – veteran, expert, mature, 

experienced, established, long-serving (person in 

an area of activity). 

 blitz (verb) – blast, smash. 

 have one’s moments (phrase) – have better & 

impressive, (short) periods. 

 middling (adjective) – average, normal, 

moderate, (not too good/bad). 

 perhaps (adverb) – maybe, possibly. 

 weigh down (phrasal verb) – burden, impede, 

depress, oppress, make difficult.  

 pointer (noun) – indication, hint, sign, signal, 

suggestion. 

 slip on (phrasal verb) – put on, get dressed in, 

dress in, dress oneself in, get into. 

 combine (noun) – a group of people working 

together for a purpose. 

 take over (phrasal verb) – assume control of, 

take control of, take charge of, take command of, 

assume responsibility for. 

 in the air (phrase) – happening; becoming 

prevalent; noticeable in all respects.  
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